Water Supply Company "Burvod"

Well drilling for water production since 1937 till today!

Water supply company “Burvod” started its history in 1937 as All-union Company
“Burvod”
, established for bo
rehole-drilling.

Nowadays the company belongs to Group of Companies “Burvod”, which includes several
subdivisions that resolve all matters, related to artesian water-supply.

During years of its activities, the Company collected a unique archive of wells of Ukraine ,
developed optimal technologies of works and created a positive image of the company. This
allows to carry out all complex of works, related to artesian water supply, on turnkey terms, with
high quality and within the shortest possible period of time.

LLC “Water Supply Company “Burvod” differs from other drilling companies on the market of
Ukraine by its ability to drill wells with maximum capacity and to any depth (up to 2000 m).

One can outline the following advantages of the company:
-
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obtaining the maximum well productivity (large diameters of pipes, method of reverse circulation
drilling);
a wide line of machine-tools (from auger and cable-tool drilling outfits to drilling unit UBV-600);
the range of drilling depths is from 20 m to 2000 m;
drilling on all the territory of Ukraine (branches in Kyiv, Kharkiv, Odesa and Lviv).

That’s why in any time our basic customers were the consumers of large volumes of water.
There are water and wastewater treatment plants of Ukraine and industrial enterprises of food
and processing industry.

If you need to drill well, before the beginning of design it is important to pay attention to the fact
that:
there are various drilling techniques;
it is possible to drill to the same depth with the help of various tools with various types of filters,
which are selected on the basis of requirements of the Customer to the volume of water;
it is possible to drill a well in the same point of the land to various water-bearing horizons, which
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differ by seam depth, chemical composition of water and thickness of aquifer (by absolute open
flow);
wells with the same construction differ by material of pipes.

Taking into account these four factors, it is important to study thoroughly the possible variants
and select the optimal one. The reason is that it influences substantially the cost of well, its
service life, the quality and the amount of consumable water.

The Company “Burvod” professionally carries out all drilling works : from wells with the
simplest design to powerful industrial wells. The individual approach to every "
Order
"
allows to choose the solution with optimal price/quality ratio for you.
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